
This past weekend, I released a set of photo masks with Oh Happy Day and somebody asked "What do you do with those??"

These are fairly new to me too ;)  I love them!

This is a mask from the Oh Happy Day set:

Using Photo Masks

You can clip a solid paper to it:



Or a patterned paper... this is one of the newsies from the Oh Happy Day bundle, clipped to the mask:

With this mask a photo would have to go underneath -- or on top, if you prefer:

Here's another mask from the same set:



With a photo clipped to it instead of a paper:

Here's another with a paper clipped to it:



I decided to go ahead and use this one with a paper clipped to it and scrapped a quick page:

The possibilities are fairly wide-ranged!  It's up to you to use your imagination and use the masks as a stepping stone to create
yourself a fantastic page :)  I hope you learned something new today and if you decide to use this tutorial on your next page, I'd love

to see it!  Hook me up with a link so I can check it out and leave you some love :)

If you have any tutorial requests, please feel free to email me at jenyurko@gmail.com. I'd be happy to write a tutorial up for you!

Thanks for reading and I hope you enjoy your day!

::much love::

jen
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